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For Minkowski spaces M1 , n/r,, M3 and s > 1, the zero-sum two-person 
game G&W,, Ma, MJ is deiined as the game in which the minimizer selects 
a linear map A : M1 + Ma of unit norm while the maximizer selects a linear 
map B : M, + M, , of unit norm. The payoff is I] BA IIs. 
In particular, for G,(M) = G.(R, M, R) let B be the unit ball of M. Then B 
is a convex body symmetric about 0, the minimizer selects P E aB while the 
maximizer selects a support hyperplane a to B. Let OP meet by at Q (possibly 
at infmity). The payoff is I OP/OQ I*. 
Values and properties of such games are investigated. Among the applications 
of interest in functional analysis is the following. 
For t E [0, l] let u(t) E M1 and A(t) : M1 + M2 (linear), A(-) square in- 
tegrable. Then the supremum of 11 J-i A(t) u(t) dt iI2 over all u(s) satisfying 
s: j] u(t)l12 dt < 1 is no less than 
(dim M&l 
s 
l II 4tW dt 
0 
and this bound is sharp for every choice of Ml , Me . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a convex body centrally symmetric about point 0. Consider the 
game in which player I (the minimizer) selects a point P on the boundary of B, 
while player II (the maximizer) independently chases a support hyperplane a! 
to B. Let Q be the point (possibly at infinity) of intersection of a with line OP. -- 
Then player I pays player II the amount / OP/OQ I8 (s 3 1). The value of 
this game using mixed strategies is a function of body B or, equivalently, of 
the Minkowski space 1M with unit ball B. 
One application of these values is that they furnish lower bounds for 
diameters of reachable sets of differential or difference equations under 
control variable constraints of norm type, as will be shown elsewhere. 
For s = 1, the value is twice the Macphail number [7] of the space il4, a 
measure of the relation between absolute and unconditional convergence of 
series with terms in M. 
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2. GAMES AND YALUES 
Let M be a real Banach space of finite dimension n, i.e., a Minkowski space. 
Let B be its unit ball, aB the boundary of B and eB the set of extreme points 
of B. Let M* be the dual of M, with unit ball B”. Let s > 1. 
DEFINITION. Game G,(M) is the zero-sum two player game in which the 
minimizer selects x E aB while the maximizer selects p E aB*, neither player 
having knowledge of the other’s selection. The payoff is 1 (p, x) Is. 
Game G,(M) has upper value 1 and, for n > 1, lower value 0. By the 
compactness of aB and aB* and the continuity of the payoff function the 
game has a value, val G,(M) E [0, 11, with an associated saddle-point in 
mixed strategies. If [ denotes any probability measure on the Bore1 sets of aB 
and TJ any probability measure on the Bore1 sets of aB*, one has 
val G,(M) = m;ln rnzx ,I&{i(x, p)~“} 
by virtue of the saddle-point condition and the fact that mixing is redundant 
for the inner extremization. 
The payoff may be written as (1 (x, p)l/h,(p) . gB(x))” where x and p are 
nonzero, g, is the gauge function and h the support function of B.l By homo- 
geneity, this defines the payoff on the (rz - I)-dimensional projective space 
of lines through the origin in M and its dual. It shows that the payoff is 
jointly continuous in S, B, x, p for s E (0, co), B in the metric space of n-dimen- 
sional convex bodies symmetric about the origin with Hausdorff set distance, 
and X, p in the two projective spaces (which are compact). Therefore the 
value is a continuous function of s and B, invariant under invertible linear 
transformations of B. 
By the compactness theorem of Macbeath [6] one has 
LEMMA 1. For given real exponent s > 0 and dimension n > 0, the infimum 
and supremum of the value of game G,(M), over all n-dimensional Minkowski 
spaces, are both attained. 
1 Thus g&) = inf{A-l I X > 0, Ax E B} and IQ(P) = sup{<p, x> I x E B}. 
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Define, for s > 1, 
v,(M) = (val GS(M))l/S, (5) 
m, n = min{er,(M) 1 dim M = n}, (6) 
MSn = max{w#Z) / dim M = n}. (7) 
LEMMA 2. For Jixed M, respectively n, v,(M), mSn and MS” are monotone 
nondecreasing functions of s E [l, CO). 
Proof. For any fixed pair of mixed strategies f, r and for 1 < si < sa 
H6lder’s inequality implies 
The claim follows by taking the maximum over CT and minimum over f of 
both sides. 1 
LEMMA 3. The maximizer does not benefit from a relaxation of the constraint 
set for p from aB* to B*, nor does he suffer from having this set decreased from 
aB* to eB*. 
Proof. For s > 1 and any x E M, I (x, p)ls is convex inp. Hence a mixture 
of extreme points with mean p yields a payoff greater or equal, for any x, 
to that resulting from point p. Thus for any mixed strategy supported on B* 
there is 5 strategy supported on eB* which is uniformly better or equal. 1 
Let G (resp. G*) be the group of isometric automorphisms of M (resp. 
M*), i.e., the group of those linear transformations of M (resp. M*) which 
map B (resp. B*) onto itself. G* consists of the adjoints T* of the elements 
T of G. Both G and G” are compact. 
LEMMA 4. Neither player sufJers a loss by restricting his choice of mixed 
strategy to those that are invariant under the symmetry group G (resp. G*). 
Proof. If pure strategy p maximizes against mixed strategy 6 in (2) then 
T*p maximizes against the strategy Tt defined by T&4) = t(TA) for A 
measurable, T E G. Thus Tt assures the minimizer the same value as [. 
Averaging T.$ over G with normalized Haar measure yields a symmetric 
strategy 5’ assuring the same value. A dual argument applies to maximizer 
strategies. a 
A strategy ((7) invariant under G(G*) will be called symmetric. In some 
cases Lemmas 3 and 4 determine an optimal maximizer strategy r* completely 
or within a few parameters. The value then follows by carrying out the inner 
minimization in (4) over x E aB. 
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LEMMA 5. Let F be a maximal convex subset of i3B (“facet”). Assume n 
symmetric. Let F,? be the set of those points of F which are jxed points of the sub- 
group GF of transformations in G mapping F onto itself. Then the minimization 
in (4) need only be carried out over x E u (FS 1 E’ a facet of B}. 
Proof. If x E F - F, then the average x over 2’ E GF of TX belongs to F, . 
By the symmetry of r the function x --f &{I (x, p jp} has constant value over 
the orbit of x. By convexity its value at x is no greater. 1 
3. COMPUTATION OF VALUES 
The space R” with the norm 
is denoted 1,“. The two-dimensional space in which the unit disk is an 
(affinely) regular polygon with 2m sides is denoted yzm.. 
THEOREM 1. v,(Zmn) = n-lIS. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4 the maximizer mixes with equal probabilities 
the faces of the hypercube B, i.e., the extreme points of the cross-polpope B*. 
By Lemma 5, the minimizer then chooses x at the center of a face. The payoff 
is equal to 1 with probability n-l and to 0 with probability 1 - n-r. Thus the 
value is n-l for any s 3 1 and v, = n-ljS. 1 
THEOREM 2 (Gordon [2]). 
Proof. By Lemma 4 the players’ mixed strategies are the rotation inva- 
riant distributions on the sphere Cy=“=, ai = 1. The value of the game is thus 
obtained by averaging 1 a, Is over a hemisphere. The probability correspond- 
ing to an interval [al , a, + dull is proportional to the product of the surface 
content of the (n - 1)-dimensional sphere 
E2 at = 1 - aI2 
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[which is proportional to (I - a, ) 2 (n-2)/2] by the length of an interval 
(1 - Q-r/s da, . 
Thus the value is given by 
s 1 aq1 - 4w-3)/3 da 
value = 
These integrals have known expressions in terms of gamma functions 
value = 
q1 + s) r (+) 
2”r (1 + +) r (q 
and the claim follows by taking the power l/s and the duplication formula 
for gamma functions. 1 
COROLLARY 2a. For large n, vs(Zzn) approaches 
(2/n)‘/” (r (q/q. 
COROLLARY 2b (Mayer [8], Rutowitz [IO]). 
Vl(l29 =
r$ ( ) 44 
2/Gr n+l =l/n 
( 1 
with 
THEOREM 3 (Gordon [2]). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4 the maximizer has an optimal strategy in which 
he assigns probability 2-” to each of the faces of the cross polytope B, that is, 
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to the vectors p = (& 1, & I,..., & 1) in M*. By Lemma 5 the value is 
obtained by computing the effect of this strategy against the play of 
t 
11 1 x- - -,... - ) 
n ‘n ‘72 1 
the center of a face, by the minimizer. Then 
value = n+2-” C 1 & 1 & 1 f ..a f 1 IS, 
where the sum extends over the 2” possible choices of the signs of n units. 
There are (z) such choices with k terms + 1 and n - k terms - 1, which 
contribute (2) / n - 2k IS to the sum. Hence the value is proportional to the 
absolute central moment of order s of the binomial distribution, as follows 
value = (2/n)” i 2-” (1) j 3 - Iz 1’. 
k=O 
The expression for ZJ$ follows. 1 
COROLLARY 3a. For large n, v,(Z,n) approaches the same expression as 
vs(4”), nameh 
(2/L?)‘/” (F (+)/q. 
COROLLARY 3b. For s = 1, one has [4] 
Therefore v,(Zln) = ~~(1~~) when n is odd and v,(Z,“) = q(Z~+‘) when n is even. 
THEOREM 4 (Gordon [2]). 
vs(yzm) = m-l (5 j cos(k - 1) c 1311’. 
k=l 
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4 the maximizer need only mix the 2m sides with 
equal probabilities and the value is attained when the minimizer selects the 
center of a side. B 
COROLLARY da. 
V1(Yzk.) = 21-k cotg(2-ST). 
COROLLARY 4b. 
v&J = ((1 + 2’-“)/3)1/“. 
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For Minkowski spaces Mi with dimensions di and norms 11 . Iii consider the 
Minkowski space M = C Mi of the m-tuples (x1 ,..., x,), xi E AZ, with the 
norm 
ll(x, ,..., &t)lI = “UP II xi Iii . 
Then M* consists of the m-tuples (p, ,..., p,), pi E Mi* with 
and 
IICP, Ye.., Pm>11 = C II Pi Iii * 
z 
THEOREM 5. 
Proof. By induction, one need only consider m = 2. One has 
B = B, x B, , where Bi is the unit ball of Mi as subset of the subspace Me of 
Ml + M, . Hence aB = (aB, x B,) u (B, x aB,). In the dual space 
B* = convex hull (B,* u B,*) and therefore eB* = eB,* u eB,*. By 
Lemma 3, one need only consider maximizer strategies of the form 
r = tin1 + (1 - 0) ns , where 0 E [0, 11, r1 is supported on eB,* and x2 on 
eB,*. The central symmetry of B, and B, implies, by Lemma 5, that for the 
minimization in (4) one need only consider x in (aB, x 0) u (0 x aB,). Then 
the value of G,(M) ’ g is iven by the following saddle-value, where fi is sup- 
ported on aBi: 
max max max 
WcJo,ll m1 
min min bin E{l(x, ) Pl> + (‘2 ) PZ>l”> 
4Wl 51 Es 




ecu ;in wx, > PJI”~ + (1 - e> (1 - 4 ~;nw& 1 PJ”> 
~~uk11 6 62 
= ‘z? [fh val G,(M,) + (1 - 0) (1 - a) val G,(MJ] 
40,11 
val G&V,) * val G,(Ms) 
= val G&W,) + val G,(M,) 
= (ZgMJ-8 + v,(M,)-y. 
The claim follows by taking the power l/s. u 
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COROLLARY 5a. For m = 2, M2 = R one has cylinders, for which 
v,(M x R) = [v,“(M)/(l + v,s(M))]l’“. 
COROLLARY 5b. 
THEOREM 6. For three-dimensional spaces if the unit ball is afinely similar 
to the 
(i) regular dodecahedron, then 
v, = 6-l/8(1 + gr-s/a)l/s; 
(ii) regular icosahedron, then 
vs = 1O-1/“3-1(6 + 3.W2 + 38)1/S. 
Proof. (i) By Lemmas 3-5 the maximizer mixes the 12 faces with equal 
probability and the value is then obtained for x the center of a face. Now the 




x 1 + + x 5-@. 
(ii) The cosine of the central angle of faces with common edge is 45/3 
while for faces with only a common vertex it is Q. Thus the value is 
L1+A&j”+5-&j”. 1 
10 
THEOREM 7. For the 3-dimensional space whose unit ball is the cubo- 
octahedron, let s1 = log 3/lag 2 and s2 = sl/(sl - 1). Then for 1 < s < sr , 
vs = &. For s1 < s < s2 , vS = 3-11S. For s > s2 , 
[ 
1 - 32-s 
vs = 7 + 32-s _ 3 . 22-s _ 22~ . 31-s 1 
l/S 
. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4 the maximizer will distribute a certain 
probability p equally among the six square faces and probability 1 - p 
equally among the eight triangular faces. Against this the minimizer need 
only consider a center of either a square or a triangular face. Thus the value is 
mD~t min [$ 1 + (1 - p) (+I”, p (+j’ + 9 * 1 + 3(1 4 ‘) (+r] . 
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For s < s2 the first expression is the smaller and its maximum occurs at 
p = 0 for s < s1 , atp=lfors>s,. Finally for s > se the maximum occurs 
at the point of equality of the two expressions, for 
Ps = 
3 + 32-s - 3 . 22-s 
7 + 32-s _ 3 . 22-s _ 22+s . 31-s ’ B 
THEOREM 8. For the 3-dimensional space whose unit ball is the rhombic 
dodecahedron 
~0, = fj-W(1 + 22-s)lb. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3-5, assignment of equal probabilities to the 12 faces 
is optimal for the maximizer and against this a center of a face is minimizing. 
This gives the game a value 
THEOREM 9. For t > 2 one has vS(Ztn) > TZ~~/~)-(~/~)V,(~~“). If in addition 
s < t/(t - 1) = t* then vs(Zt”) < n-lit*. 
Proof. Let the maximizer select a vector 4 of unit I2 norm with rotation 
invariant distribution and let him play p = q/j/ 4 IIt* , a unit vector in Zg . 
Then for any x with I/ x IIt = 1 we have, since 11 x II2 > j/ x IIt , 
The first claim then follows from II q Ijt* < TZ(~/~*)-@~~) I/ q j12. Now let the 
minimizer play the n basis vectors (O,..., l,..., 0) with probability l/n. Then 
and since 
for s < t*, the second claim is established. 1 
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4. THE GAMES G,; AND G,+ 
Two games, differing from game G,s(M) by slight variations, are considered. 
Define game G,“(M) just as game G,s(M) except that the minimizer’s pure 
strategies are restricted to the set eB of extreme points of B. Let1 
use(M) = (val G,B(M))l/B. 
Define game G,+(M) just as game G,(M) except that the payoff is equal to 
1(x, p)18 only for (x, p) > 0; otherwise the payoff is zero. Let 
us+(M) = (val G,+(M))lls. 
LEMMA 6. One has a,“(M) 3 v,(M). Among the cases of equality is 
ule(rs) = q(rs) = 3. 
Proof. The inclusion eB C 8B implies val G,“(M) > val G,(M), that is, 
v,e(M) > vS(M). For rs and s = 1 the minimizer need only play the six 
vertices of the regular hexagon with equal probability to obtain an expected 
payoff of $ against any maximizer strategy. 1 
Remark. Another polytope for which au1 = vUle is the rhombic dodecahe- 
dron. 
LEMMA 7. o,+(M) = 2-W4M). 
Proof. The payoff of game G,+(M) may be written 
it I <T P)l” + 4 I <x7 P)l” w-h P)- (9) 
If V is the value of game G,(M) then the minimizer (maximizer) has a mixed 
strategy which assures an expected payoff of at most (at least) V. Since the 
payoff [(x,p)ls is invariant under x + - x andp -+ - p these strategies can be 
made centrally symmetric without loss. Then if the minimizer (maximizer) 
plays this strategy in game G,+(M) it assures a payoff of at most (at least) V/2, 
because the second term in (9) has zero expectation. Hence V/2 is the value 
of G,+(M) which implies that a,+(M) = 2-%,(M). 1 
5. INTERPRETATION 0F THE VALUES BY INEQUALITIES 
DEFINITION. For s > 1, s* = s/(s - l), M a Minkowski space, m > 0 
integer, let A denote the set of all sequences a = (a, ,..., a,) of elements of M, 
not all zero, and C the set of all m-tuples c = (cr ,..., cm) of real numbers, not 
1 A value exists since eB is precompact. 
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all zero, and define (with maxi 1 ci 1 as second factor of the denominator for 
s* = co) 
111 /I 
ciai 
k,“(M) = inf sup 
aEA ‘EC (1 11 a, lls)l” (C I ci l~*)l”* ’ 
(10) 
where the sums run over 1 < i < m, and let 
k,(M) = k,“(M) = in$ k,“(M). (11) 
Remark. It is clear from the definition that m’ 2 m implies 
k,“‘(M) < k,“(M). 
For a measure space (Q, CV, p), the atomic number is the maximal number of 
disjoint measurable sets of finite positive measure. If this number is infinite the 
measure space is rich. Clearly any semifinite measure space (excluding p = 0) 
has a positive atomic number. 
For a given measure space denote by L,(M) the space of (equivalence 
classes of) measurable function X: Q -+ M such that sll x llS < co with the 
norm II x /IS = (s/I x I/s)1/s and let L, = L,(R). 
LEMMA 8. Let (Q, lZ, CL) be a measure space of atomic number m, 
0 < m < 00. Then for 1 < s < co, s* = s/(s - I), M a Minkowski space 
Proof. For n finite, n < m, consider a sequence (a, ,..., a,) # 0 and a 
simple function x EL,(M), (X # 0) related as follows, with disjoint Et , 
X(W) = i aip(Ei)-‘lS xEi(w). 
i=l 
Consider first s > 1, s* < co, then for any function u EL,*, define 
Ci = p(Ei)-l” J, u 
t 
and observe that by Hiilder’s inequality 
(12) 
I ci Is* G j,, I u Is* 
I 
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with equality when u is constant over each set Ei and therefore 
where the last inequality holds with equality when u vanishes off (Ji I$ . 
Both inequalities are equalities when 
u(o) = i c~/L(E$~/~* x+). 
i=l 
Hence for a and x related by (12) and n < m 
and this relation is readily verified for s = 1, s* = co as well. 
Now for each finite sequence a = (al ,..., a,), a # 0, n < m one can find n 
disjoint sets I$ of finite positive measure and use them to define a function 
x EL,(M), x # 0, by (12). 
Conversely any function x EL,(M) can be approximated arbitrarily closely 
in norm by a simple function. Any simple function in L,(M) can be written 
in the form (12) with n finite, n < m. 
By continuity, the equality of the infima over X, respectively a, asserted 
in this lemma, is established. a 
THEOREM 10. For any Minkowski space M and s > 1 one has 
k(M) = 4W. 
Proof. By definition, k,(M) is the infimum over all nonvanishing finite 
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Then k,(M) is the infimum of this expression over all probability distributions 
on aB with finite support. By continuity, this infimum is unchanged by the 
inclusion of all probability distributions on 8B. Referring to (2) one has 
K,(M) = (val GS(M))l/” = v,(M). 1 
The Macphail number [7] p(M) of M in k owski space M is the infimum over 
all finite sequences ai , i E I, in M, of 
THEOREM 11. 
p(M) = q+(M) = v,(M)/2. 
Proof. The definition of the Macphail number may be written 
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for 6 a probability distribution on 6B. This is precisely the value ml+(M) of 
game GS+(n/r). By Lemma 7, nlr(M) = ~r(M)/2. 1 
6. BOUNDS 
In this section the upper and lower bounds M,yn and msn defined by (6) and 
(7) are investigated. 
THEOREM 12. rnln = n-l. 
Proof. By Auerbach’s theorem [12] there exist in any n-dimensional 
Minkowski space M and its dual M* bases bi E aB, bi* E aB*, i = l,... n 
such that (b,*, bj) = aij . In game G,(M), let the maximizer play the bi* each 
with probability n-l. Then for any x E aB, x = x:i cibi , one has 
The expected payoff for any x E aB is then bounded below as follows 
;F I+, &*)I = ;; 1; 4bi , bj”) / = $c l cj j > n-1. 
i 
By Theorem 1, this bound is sharp as claimed. 1 
THEOREM 13. Ml2 = 2 3’ 
Proof. In the centrally symmetric convex figure B one can always inscribe 
an affinely regular hexagon with the same center of symmetry [5]. If the 
minimizer plays on the vertices of this hexagon the payoff based on figure B 
is no greater than with the inscribed hexagon. That is w,(M) < vSe(yJ. But for 
s = 1, by Lemma 6, vre(r,J = vl(y6) = $. 1 
As usual, L&O, 1) will denote the space of (equivalence classes of) essen- 
tially bounded real-valued measurable functions on the interval [0, l] with 
Lebesgue measure. 
THEOREM 14. MS” is the supremum over all n-dimensional s&paces .Z of 
LJ(O, I>, of 
inf llf IIS 
@Km’ 
Proof. M,% can be considered as a maximum of v, over all choices of the 
unit ball B in a fixed n-dimensional linear space /1, or equivalently of B* in the 
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dual space (1*. Using expression (4) for the va!ue of G,(M) one obtains that 
(Msn)s is the supremum of 
over all choices of a pair (B*, x) where B* is a unit ball for /l* and v is a 
probability measure supported on B* (Lemma 3). 
For any given probability measure rr with compact support in /1* define 
U(V) as the convex hull of the union of the closed support of n with its reflec- 
tion in the origin, i.e., the balanced convex hull of this support. 
Then the set of pairs (B*, n) can be described as the set of all pairs of a 
probability measure n of compact support # (0) and a unit ball B* such that 
B* 1 U(T). Now 
II x II = ,“gJ* I& 4 2 psEsIup) KP, x>l c 
= v-ess sup I(p, x)1 
with equality when B* = u(n). Therefore, 
where n is restricted by the requirement that its support span rl*, because a 
choice of r not satisfying this requirement would allow the minimizer to 
reduce the payoff to zero, whatever B* may be. 
Since the interval J2 = [0, l] with Lebesgue measure has infinite atomic 
number, one need only consider distributions rr defined by functions p: 
[0, l] ---f A*, with [0, I] as probability space. 
Any such p defines an n-dimensional space II: of real functions on [0, 11, 
the functionsf: w -+ (p(w), x) for x E /1. This is a subspace of L,(O, 1). 
Conversely, given 2, select a basis of real functions fi spanning Z and a 
basis pi for (1” and let 
P(w) = of&, Pi * 
Then the choice of x E A, x # 0 only influences the quantity to be mini- 
mized through the corresponding function f(w) = (p(w), x> so that 
s 1 If(w)l”d~ 
(“snP = y jg ,,,” sup 1 f (w)p ’ 
f#O 
as claimed. 1 
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THEOREM 15 (L. A. Shepp [ll]). AI; = n-1/z. 
Pmof. By Theorem 14, (Mc)-~ is th e infimum over linearly independent 
sets of functions (jr ,..., fn) in L&O, l), of the supremum over n-tuples of 
reals (cr >...) cn) f 0 of II c Cifi L/Ii c Cifi Le. 
Without loss of generality one can orthonormalize the functions fi with 
respect to the inner product derived from the L, norm, then 
where the essential sup has been replaced by the supremum without loss 
because of the infimum overf. Carrying out the maximization over the ci first 
gives 
This shows that M,” < nd2 and the equality follows from Theorem 1, or 
by letting the fi be a set of Rademacher functions. 1 
COROLLARY 15a. For s < 2, MS” < r1j2. 
This follows from Lemma 2 and the theorem. 
COROLLARY 15b. 
This follows from Theorem 6 and the previous corollary. The exact value 
of Ml3 is unknown and a convex body B for which v,(M) is maximum remains 
to be found. 
THEOREM 16. mzn = n-l12. 
Proof. By Theorem 15 one need only show that m2n > +I2 or that for 
any mixed strategy 5 of the minimizer, one has 
The function p - E[(p, x)“] is a quadratic form in the vector p of the 
n-dimensional space M*. Let m be its rank (0 < m < n). Then the form can 
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be written as a sum of m squares, that is, there are m independent nonrandom 
vectors bi (i = l,..., m) in M such that, for all p in M*, 
(13) 
Then 5 has its support in the span of the bi and there are random scalars 
ci (i = I,..., m) such that x = xi c,b, which, when substituted in (13), with p 
such that (p, bi) # 0, (p, bj) = 0 forj # i, implies 
E(Ci2} = 1. 
Then 
1 = JTll x II”> 
= E(psEuBp*(P> %>“I 
= E ISyP (C Ci(P, bi))21 
G E 1s;~ (; ,a) (c (P, b2) 1 
= Syp C (p: bi)2 * i 11 c~‘I 
1 i 




which completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 16a. For any n-dimensional h4inkowski space M one has 
v,(M) = n-1j2. 
COROLLARY 16b. If the measure space (Q, 02, CL) has infinite atomic number 
and M is any n-dimensional Minkowski space, then 
where 
II x II2 = (1 II x 112y2. 
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7. GENERALIZATION TO OPERATORS 
For Minkowski spaces M, , M, denote by L(Mr , M,) the linear space of 
linear mappings of Ml into M, . It is a Minkowski space when provided with 
the induced norm 11 T 11 == sup{// TX // / jl x 11 = I}. The operation T + T* 
of taking adjoints is an isometric isomorphism between the Minkowski spaces 
L(M, , M,) and L(M,*, MI*). 
An alternative norm j/l . II/ for space L(M, , MJ will be defined as follows. 
Consider the spaceL(Ma , MI) with its usual induced norm, for P cL(MI, M,) 
let 111 P 111 be the supremum over all Q EL(M, , MI) with /I Q 11 = 1 of 
[Q, P] = Tr PQ = Tr QP. 
For x E M, , p E MI* the notation x)(p will denote the element T of 
L(M, , M2) defined by Tu = (p, u) x. One has 
II XXP II = ,;lg II x(P, u>ll = II x II sup I($% u>l = II x II * lip II * u Ml=1 
Another elementary fact needed below is that for any finite sequence ai in a 
Minkowski space M and s 2 1 
l/r 7 (Pi > %> 
= 2i* (c IIPj llq”“* ’ (14) 
j 
where for s = 1 the denominator becomes supi I/ pi /I , and the supremum 
excludes the null sequence. Indeed the right-hand side of (14) may be written 
C (Pi 7 %> 1 G II ai II 
sup sup p =sup 2 
c,>o IIp~ll=c~ 
c; 
* l/s* ci 




and the latter expression equals the left side of (14) by the duality between the 
finite-dimensional 1, and ES, spaces. 
DEFINITION. For s > 1, Mi Minkowski spaces (i = 1, 2, 3), the game 
G,(M, , M, , MS) is the two-person zero-sum game in which the minimizer 
select A EL(M~, M,) subject to I/ A 11 = 1 while the maximizer selects 
B EL(M, , Ms) subject to /I B /I = 1, neither player having knowledge of the 
others selection. The payoff is 11 BA lj8. Game G,*(M, , M, , Ms) is defined 
similarly except for the fact that the minimizer selects B and the maximizer A 
as above. 
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Remarks. 1. By the compactness of unit balls and the continuity of the 
payoff function game G&VI , M, , &Is) has a value in mixed strategies. This 
value is in [0, l] because /I IL4 11 < 11 B I/ . /I A II = 1. The value can be written 
in the four forms similar to (l)-(4). 
2. By the natural identification of L(R, M) with IVI and L(M, R) with M*, 
the game G,(R, M, R) is just the previously defined game G,(M). 
3. By the isometry and product reversing properties of the adjoint opera- 
tion the games GS(IWI, Ma , Ms) and G,*(Ms*, iWs*, MI*) are equivalent 
and, in particular, have the same value. 
First, some interpretations for values of such games will be given. 
For s > 1 and I@, M Minkowski spaces let 
/IL II T,Ui 
k,(M, M) = iyf s;p 
(; II Ti II+ (; II gi ,,s*)l’s* ’ 
(15) 
where T ranges over all nonvanishing finite sequences Ti E L(&I, M) and u 
over nonvanishing sequences ui E &!, also s* = S/(S - 1) for s > 1 while for 
s = 1 the second factor of the denominator is taken as supi 11 ui ]I . Equiva- 
lently, k,(M, M) may b e e ne with integrals over a rich measure space d fi d 
replacing finite sums. 
THEOREM 17. The value of game G,(M, M, R) is k,(M, M)S. 
Proof. One has, with obvious changes for s = 1, 
= ,%!, (C II G*P lls)l’s 
by virtue of (14). Hence, since 11 Ti* I/ = Ij Ti 11 , 
= (inf sup E{ll T*p jjs})l/s, 
fJ MI=1 
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where 0 ranges over probability measures of finite support on 
{T* EL(M~*, Ml*) 1 11 T* // = l}. 
By continuity this infimum is unchanged when 0 is permitted to range over all 
Bore1 probability measures on this set. Hence k,(M, LV)~ is the value of 
G,*(R, M*, M*) or, by Remark 3, the value of G,(M, M, R). 1 
THEOREM 18. The power l/s of the value of game G,(R, M, M) is equal to 
12f ““pP (1 ,, Xi ,,s)1’8 (c ,,pi ,,s*)*‘a* ’ 
where x ranges over all nonvanishing finite sequences Xi E M, p over similar 
sequences in iI@, s* = s/(s - 1) and for s = 1 the second factor in the 
denominator is maxi I/ pi I\ . 
Proof. The value of game G,(R, M, M) may be written 
iyf,gpl E{ll TX II”>, 
where 6 is a probability measure for x on aB and T EL(M, &!). Approximating 
by the measures of finite support, one has for the power l/s of the value, with 
e,>o, CB,=l, 
inf sup (C Bi 11 Txi llp)l’s = inf SUP 
(x II Txi IP)l” 
0 IITII=l s 11~11=1 (cIlx’ll~)l’s ’ 
where x is any nonvanishing finite sequence xi E M. By (14) this may be 
written, with nonvanishing sequences p, E M* 
SUP C (Pi 3 Txi) 
ezf “!P (? ,,;;p* (; /, xk ,y 
with the usual understanding for s = 1. The claim follows by observing that 
T (Pi , Txd = C Wp, , Txd 
= i Tr( Txi)(pi) 
= kr (TT xd<p,) = [T, T XXP,] 
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and 
Remark. The expression in the statement of Theorem 18 can alternatively 
be written with integrals over a rich measure space replacing finite sums. If on 
the other hand an upper bound on the length of the sequences xi is imposed, 
then Theorem 18 ceases to hold. 
THEOREM 19. The value of game G,(M, , M, , M,) is independent of Ml , 
that is, for all s > 1 and all Minkowski spaces Mi (i = 1, 2, 3) the games 
G,(M, , MS, MS) and G,(R, M, , MJ have the same value. 
Proof. It suffices to show that any upper bound on the payoff that the 
minimizer can insure in one game can also be insured by the minimizer in the 
other game. Suppose x E M, =L(R, M2), 11 x 11 = 1, is given. Select a E MI*, 
I/ a Ij = 1 and let A = ~)(a. Then A EL(M~, M,), 11 A /I = j/ x 11 . I/ a 11 = 1 
and for all B EL(M~ , MJ one has 
II BA II = II BxXa II = II Bx II * II a II = II Bx II . 
Conversely, given A EL(M~ , M,), 1) A II = 1 there exists, by compactness, 
a,~ MI, /I asI/ = 1 such that II Au,II = I/ AlI = 1. 
Let x = Au,, , then for all B EL(M, , MS) one has 
COROLLARY 19a. k,(M, M) = vS(M). 
In view of Theorem 19 one need only consider the values 
v,(M, M) = (val G,(R, M, &?))llS. 
LEMMA 9. If MI contains a subspace 27 isometrically isomorphic to ii& then 
v,(M Ml) > v,(M, M,), 
and, in particular, 
(a) if& = M then v,(M, MI) = 1; 
(b) v,W, R) 3 v&V R) = v&W; 
(c) v,(R, M) = 1. 
Proof. Let F : %& -+ & be the linear map with range 2 that establishes 
the isometry. Then for T EL(M, Ms), /I T II = 1 the map TI = FTgL(M, &) 
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satisfies I[ TX /I = ,I T,x j; for all x in M and afovtiori Ii TI ii 2 1. Hence any 
mixed maximizer strategy assuring a certain payoff in G,(R, M, Mz) is 
mapped, by composition with F, into a strategy assuring the same payoff 
in game G,(R, M, MI). g 
LEMMA IO. v,[M, x) is unchanged when the maximizer is restricted to 
select among mixed strategies 
(i) supported on the set of extreme points of the unit ball of L(M, M); 
(ii) symmetric under the group G of isometric autornorphisms of L(M, ii!f). 
The proof is the same as for Lemmas 3 and 4. Note that group G contains 
subgroups induced by the groups G,(GM) of isometric automorphisms of 
M(z). For g E GM the transformation T -+ Tg on L(M, &?) is in G. Likewise 
for h E Ga the transformation T---f hT is in G. 
LEMMA 11. For a symmetric mixed maximizer strategy r, the inner mini- 
mization in 
need only be carried out over the sets F, of Lemma 5. 
The proof is the same as for Lemma 5. 
Lemmas 10 and I1 enable rapid computation of u,(M, M) for the highly 
symmetric cases that are of greatest interest. For example, one obtains 
v,(l,“, lmm) = min 1 
( ’ (3 ’ 
Define 
v~(1~2,1,z) = 2 XQT, 
v,(r, , lma) = 3l/*(2 + 2-911S. 
MS”(M) = max{v,(M, M) I dim M = n>, 
msQ2) = min(v,(M, B) / dim M = n>, 
where the extrema are attained as in Lemma 1. 
Note that Lemma 2 remains valid for v,(M, %f), MSn(R), m,“(m). 
THEOREM 20. 
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where Z ranges over all n-dimensional subspaces of the space L,[(O, I), M] of 
measurable functions fi (0, 1) -+ M with 
Ilf Ilm = ess SUP llf(w>ll and llf IIs = (1: IlfbIl dw)“‘- 
Proof. 
where B is the unit ball in M and r a probability measure on the induced unit 
ball in L(M, M). 
Given any probability measure of compact support (# {0}) in L(M, m-) 
one may choose any B such that for all x E M, all Tin the closed support of 7, 
/I TX jj < II x II . Taking the supremum over all such pairs 7, B gives 
Wll TX II”> 
M.?(B>s = “:p i2f (ess sup (1 TX II)” ’ 
Using the probability space Q = (0, 1) to generate T by T(w), the random 
vectors f  (w) = T( w ) x are for each x E M measurable functions f  : (0, 1) -+ ii? 
forming, as x ranges over M, a subspace Z ofL,((O, I), %!). Distributions Q- for 
which there exists x # 0 such that TX = 0, almost surely, can be ignored by 
the maximizer. Therefore one need only consider the case in which Z has the 
full dimension n. 1 
THEOREM 21. 
Mzn(12m) = 1 k 
for m > n, 
for m < n. 
Proof. For m > n one can obtain v,(M, Zsm) = 1 by choosing M = l,* 
and applying Lemma 9. 
For m < n, apply Theorem 20 with the fi orthonormalized in the space 
L,(Zsm) with inner product 
<f, g>> = j: <f(w)> g(w)> da 
Note that for any w, the Gram-Schmidt matrix S(W) with the elements 
Cfd~)LM~)> . Y IS s mmetric, nonnegative definite and has rank at most m. 
Hence its largest eigenvalue Amax is at least m-l times the sum of the 
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eigenvalues, that is the trace. Therefore, proceeding as in the proof of Theo- 
rem 15, one has 
M2n(Z2m)-2 = iyf syp stp )I 2 cifi(w) II/z clc2 
; wtfmf?;w,> 
= i:f sup sup ‘*’ w c 
; ‘k2 
= iqf szp &&S(w)) 
> m-l iyf s;p Tr S(w) 
3 m-l iI;f 1’ Tr S(o) dw 
0 
= m-l ir)f 7 j: <f&M(~)> 
Hence 
= m-l iyf 7 j1 Ilfi(w)l12 dw 
2 0 
= n/m. 
M,‘z(P) < I’&. (21) 
Now consider the evaluation of u2(Zzn, Z2”). By symmetry the minimizer 
selects the rotation invariant distribution on the unit sphere CL, ti2 = 1 
of I,@. The best the maximizer can do against this is to have the inverse image 
of the unit ball of Z,m be a cylinder surrounding this sphere. By rotation its 
equation becomes Cz, si2 = 1. Then 
v~(Z~~, Z2m 2 - E ) 
By symmetry E{fi2) is independent of i, hence equal to n-l which shows that 
equality holds in (21), as claimed. 1 
THEOREM 22. 
m2n(Z2m) = r1j2. 
Proof. By Lemma 9 and Theorem 16, 
rn,n(&m) 3 m,*(R) = rn2” = n-l12. 
To show that equality holds let M = Z,* with the basis ei i = (I,..., n). Let 
the minimizer play ei with probability l/n. 
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Then for T EJ!,(~,~, Z2m) let yi = Tei . The norm of T is the supremum of 
/I TX I/ with x ranging over the set eB which consists of the points & eiei , 
ei = f 1. Hence 
3 C II Yi 112* 
z 
Hence for I/ T I/ < 1 one has xi 11 yi /I2 < 1 and the payoff satisfies 
+ gl II Tiei /I2 = i C II pi /I2 G i * 
Whence v2(lmn, 12m) < n-II2 and a fortiori m2n(12m) < n-ri2, completing the 
proof. 1 
8. GENERALIZATION TO SUBSPACES 
Consider the variant of game G,(R, M, M) in which the minimizer selects 
x E M, II x II = 1 as before while the maximizer independently selects both a 
norm for the space M and a map T EL(M, m) with unit-induced norm. This 
game is defined by s, M and the dimension m of AZ. There is a simpler equiv- 
alent way to describe this game. 
DEFINITION. For a Minkowski space M of dimension n, an integer m, 
0 < m < n, and a number s 3 1, let G,“(M) be the game in which the mini- 
mizer selects x EM, II x /I = 1 while the maximizer selects an m-dimensional 
subspace A of M. Neither player has knowledge of the other’s selection and 
the payoff is d(x, A>” where d(x, A) is the distance of x from A that is 
Let 
yj$ II x --Y II . 
vsm(M) = (val GS”(M))l/“. (22) 
LEMMA 12. The distance d(., A) to a subspace A of a Minkowski space M, 
is the support function hBInn I of the intersection of the annihilator AL of A with 
the dual unit ball B*. That is, 
7;; II x + y II = *z*y*, (p, x). 
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Proof. This duality result is a special case of the duality of pseudo- 
norms and extended norms. To prove it directly, observe first that for all 
xrzM,yEA,pEB*nAlonehas 
<p, x> = <p, x + Y) < IIPII Axfrl~ ax+Yll, 
whence 
To show that equality holds, observe first that for x E fl both sides are zero. 
Assume x $ fl, by local compactness there exists y0 E /l such that 
On the span of {x, A> define a linear functional p, by (p. , y) = 0 for y E (1, 
(p, , x) = I/ x + y. 11 . For any vector hx + y (y E d) in the domain of p, one 
has 
II Ax + Y II = II 4% + Yo) + (Y - hYo)l/ 3 I h I ’ II * + Yo II 
by the definition of y. . Hence 
I(P0 , Ax + Y>l = I h I . KPO > x>l 
= I h I . II x + Yo II 
G I/Xx+y II. 
Therefore, /j p, [I < 1. Now extend the functional p, to all of M without 
increase in norm. Then p. E B* n /ll with 
which implies that equality will hold. i 
LEMMA 13. Let 12 = dim M, then 
v,(M) = $-l(M). 
Proof. For m = II - 1 any m-dimensional subspace A can be defined as 
the null space of a nonvanishing linear functional p E M*, then A’- is the span 
of p so that by Lemma 12 
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which shows that the payoff functions of G&V) and G”,-‘(M) differ only by 
the relation A+-+p. Hence the values are the same. 1 
THEOREM 23. For dim Ml - dim M, = m 3 0 one has 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every T in L(Ml , M,) with 11 T I/ = 1 
one can find a subspace A of M with dim A = m, such that, for all x in M, 
one has 11 TX 11 < d(x, A). 
Indeed, any such T has a nullspace of dimension at least m and thus con- 
taining some subspace A of dimension m. 
Since j/ T* 11 = Ij T [I = 1 the inclusion T*B2* C B,* holds. Since the 
range space of T* annihilates the nullspace of T and a fortiori A, the inclusion 
T*B,* C A1 holds. Then, using Lemma 12, one has for all x in M, 
which shows that A has the desired property, 1 
9. RELATED WORK 
The results given here are related to the work of Pietsch [9] and Gordon [I, 
21. In particular, Theorems l-4 may be found in [2] where the derivation is 
based on a result which amounts to formula (4). In the present paper (4) is 
immediate from the game-theoretic interpretation. More recently Gordon [3] 
independently derived Corollary 16a. 
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